AN ADAM EXPERIMENT
ONE MAN SHOW ABOUT ADAM CLAYTON POWELL JR
Written and Performed by
Michael Chenevert
From “The Following”, “Boardwalk Empire” and “Ugly Betty”

NYC, October, 12, 2015 — Men of power are rarely saints. They never have been and never

will be.
AN ADAM EXPERIMENT explores the ignitable inner workings of the turbulent yet
brilliantly effective politician and pastor from Harlem, NY Adam Clayton Powell, Jr. He
considered himself a "Flaming tongue" for civil rights. Fighting tirelessly through four
decades to end second-class citizenship in America. As a Congressman he did his
crusade behind closed doors where victories aren't always broadcast. But his
controversial public life was well known. He loved the abundance of wine, women, and
song available to every man of his stature and celebrity. AN ADAM EXPERIMENT gives
the audience a microscopic view of one day in Adam's life when his country was in an
uproar over integration and his wife was in an uproar over his philandering. Adam
Clayton Powell, Jr was a brilliant visionary, who achieved much for his country and his
people. At the same time creating much scandal for himself.
MICHAEL CHENEVERT is a seasoned actor who as a young kid in Detroit was
nicknamed “Little Adam” because of his similar features to Adam Clayton Powell Jr. He
has a family that was involved with politics, so it only makes sense that he portray this
great man. NY Times says "Michael Chenevert is credibly intense”. "A winning Michael
Chenevert" Backstage. "Special kudos goes to Michael Chenevert" Amsterdam News.
SUSAN BATSON, who has coached Nicole Kidman, Juliette Binoche, Oprah, and many
other notable stars supervises this truthful portrayal. She saw the vision that was
possible for Michael Chenevert as an actor and human being by committing to this
compelling project.
AN ADAM EXPERIMENT will have you at the edge of your seat, while you experience a
slice of life of a man faced with his political and sexual demons and desires, performed
by an artist who isn’t scared of the edge.
Call for reservations at 212-226-4630 Tickets are selling fast. Upcoming shows
are October 20th and 21st. All shows are at 8pm!
Susan Batson Studios
300 West 43rd Street, 3rd Floor
batson.susan@gmail.com
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